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Describing people' s personalities exercises pdf

English Exercises &gt; Exercise Adjectives 1. Tim never helps with house work. He's so excited! 2. Zoe was afraid of amoodyjealous from Linda. She was much prettier than Zoe, and she was smarter. 3. Karen rarely gets mad at people. She is usually generous with self-friendship and understanding. 4. Pam is very outgoing-hard-working. I'm sure you'll like it when you meet her. 5. The teacher felt a very
messy current when all her students passed the exam. 6. My friend Rainia is very dishonest. She's good at learning things. 7. People who push in front of you in queues are very impoliteseriouskind! 8. My sister Marisa is easy-goingcheerfulshy. I'm the opposite. I'm very open. 9. My brother Jorge is a very messyessy. His bedroom is always tidy. 10. My neighbor is a good man. She was very honest with
me. Find opposites 3. Star signs- what personality adjectives refer to which star sign? Agree? Ram: Mar 21- April 20 You won't stand in the corner for a party. outgoingeasy-goingcritical You can do it can-can on the table. introvertextrovertselfish You do not tell any lies.opentruthfulintrovert You will tell if you do not like someone after shaving. Cowardly Frank Taurus: April 21-May 20 Never give up without a
fight. open confident You know you're good. extroverted-willedself-sure You work 18 hours a day and still have the strength for the party. shyenergeticcowardly Gemini: May 21-June 20 Do you think you're good. Confident deliver, you think you're better than everyone else. arrogantbravecarefree You spend half the day in front of a mirror. Vain Cancer: June 21- June 20 You are like a donkey. General you
like money. Messymoodymaterialistic You will not share your gifts with anyone. Arrogant Selfie Current Leo: July 21- August 21 You behave like the weather in April. Brave two-facedchangable You can only see one side of things. narrow-minded-centered self-assured you hate to lose. easy-goingfunnycompetitive Virgin: August 22- September 22 You are not brave. You don't do much. You're not going to
give money to charity. generous runner-minded Mean Libra: September 23- October 22 You use common sense. Sadsensiblesorry You won't hurt a fly. Kindhonestdisnenest You give money to poor people. kindgentlegenerous Scorpio: Oct 23- November 22 You are always in the corner. shyextrovertouting you do not mind green hair. tolerantintolerant truth You understand people's problems. criticalopen-
heartedunderstanding Sagitarius: November 23- December 20 You are not afraid of climbing mountains. passionatelybravecowardly Want to go to wild places.bravefunnyadventurous You are very energetic. livelypesimisticnarrow-minded Capricorn: Dec 21- Jan 19 You don't like standing in line. impassionateimpoliteimpatient Everyone can count on you. easy-goingreliableshy Your room is always
clean.messytidysilly Jan 20- February 18 You have memory as a sueve. funnyforgetfulfrank You can turn a simple thing into a work of art. irresponsible acreative You don't like cleaning your room. messytidydishonest Fish: February 19- March 20 You are afraid that the whole world is looking at you. confident confident, you have no secrets. forgetfulness can easily upset you. worried fearSitiveshy Do you
believe in it? English Exercises &gt; Exercise Adjectives 1. Tim never helps with house work. He's so excited! 2. Zoe was afraid of amoodyjealous from Linda. She was much prettier than Zoe, and she was smarter. 3. Karen rarely gets mad at people. She is usually generous with self-friendship and understanding. 4. Pam is very outgoing-hard-working. I'm sure you'll like it when you meet her. 5. The
teacher felt a very messy current when all her students passed the exam. 6. My friend Rainia is very dishonest. She's good at learning things. 7. People who push in front of you in queues are very impoliteseriouskind! 8. My sister Marisa is easy-goingcheerfulshy. I'm the opposite. I'm very open. 9. My brother Jorge is a very messyessy. His bedroom is always tidy. 10. My neighbor is a good man. She was
very honest with me. Find opposites 3. Star signs- what personality adjectives refer to which star sign? Agree? Ram: Mar 21- April 20 You won't stand in the corner for a party. outgoingeasy-goingcritical You can do it can-can on the table. introvertextrovertselfish You do not tell any lies.opentruthfulintrovert You will tell if you do not like someone after shaving. Cowardly Frank Taurus: April 21-May 20 Never
give up without a fight. open confident You know you're good. extroverted-willedself-sure You work 18 hours a day and still have the strength for the party. shyenergeticcowardly Gemini: May 21-June 20 Do you think you're good. Confident deliver, you think you're better than everyone else. arrogantbravecarefree You spend half the day in front of a mirror. Vain Cancer: June 21- June 20 You are like a
donkey. General you like money. Messymoodymaterialistic You will not share your gifts with anyone. Arrogant Selfie Current Leo: July 21- August 21 You behave like the weather in April. Brave two-facedchangable You can only see one side of things. narrow-minded-centered self-assured you hate to lose. easy-goingfunnycompetitive Virgin: August 22- September 22 You are not brave. You don't do much.
You're not going to give money to charity. generous runner-minded Mean Libra: September 23- October 22 You use common sense. Sadsensiblesorry You won't hurt a fly. Kindhonestdisnenest You give money to poor people. kindgentlegenerous Scorpio: Oct 23- November 22 You are always in the corner. shyextrovertouting you do not mind green hair. tolerantintolerant truth Do you understand that
people criticalopen-heartedunderstanding Sagitarius: November 23- December 20 You are not afraid of climbing mountains. passionatelybravecowardly Want to go to wild places.bravefunnyadventurous You are very energetic. livelypesimisticnarrow-minded Capricorn: Dec 21- Jan 19 You don't like standing in line. impassionateimpoliteimpatient Everyone can count on you. easy-goingreliableshy Your
room is always clean.messytidysilly Aquanár: Jan 20- February 18 You have memory as a seed. funnyforgetfulfrank You can turn a simple thing into a work of art. irresponsible acreative You don't like cleaning your room. messytidydishonest Fish: February 19- March 20 You are afraid that the whole world is looking at you. confident confident, you have no secrets. forgetfulness can easily upset you. worried
fearSitiveshy Do you believe in it? This is my favorite all-purpose and sustainable (i.e. it never gets old and can be repeated endlessly – just a new dictionary and new images) teaching exercises. It is a listening exercise, vocabulary exercise and is suitable for all class sizes. It can be used to introduce vocabulary. It can be used to review vocabulary. To introduce vocabulary the teacher dictates the words
randomly, but will line by line 1-10. Students must choose or guess which is the appropriate image for the word. So they choose a word that matches one of the three images. They should type the word in the same box as the picture that matches it. The teacher can sentences using words to make context and meaning clearer. Also, spell and explain the meanings of words as needed. First, go down the
lines one by one, so students choose from three pictures. Then. Go back to the top and go down line by line again and students choose from two pictures to match the word I dictate. After students have 2 images in a line filled with an adjective I write the remaining adjectives on the board and ask students to complete the sheet so that each box has a suitable adjective. Click the image or link to download
the printable PDF file. Personality adjectives and vocabulary exercises (PDF) Want to warm up your employees at a morning team building or personality workshop event? Then don't forget to include some fun and inclusive icebreakers. Doing it right are a great way to get people interested in activities and relax before you get into the dumb-gritty results of personality tests. They are also useful for getting
people to come to a party dressed as themselves and demonstrate the value of Myers' personality and Briggs' writing to people who may be skeptical about it. The following icebreakers are designed to reveal something about the personality type in real and accessible ways. You can go back to activities later in the workshop so participants can examine their behavior in hindsight and see how it all fits
together. 1. Picture it! Pair Ask one person to draw a basic picture and keep the image secret from their partner. Then, in order for the artist to describe the basic shapes of the picture - the second person must draw and see how close they get to the original picture. Participants move around the room and repeat exercises with as many drawing partners as time permits. Ask the artist to watch them describe
the image. What words do they use (big overview or hard-gritty details)? Is communication easier with some people than with others? Did they have to change the way they described the picture to get the message? 2. Artist game Here is another art-inspired exercise that draws on a person's thinking and communication style. Give each a piece of paper and a pencil. In five minutes, they must draw a
picture that represents who they are, without using words or numbers. The host collects drawings and points them to the workshop; participants must guess who drew each picture. Then the artist introduces himself and explains how the work symbolizes him. What words did he choose? How does he communicate with the group? 3. The Story of the Time Game Host begins the story by saying a sentence.
It then goes in a circle, with each participant repeating the sentence that has just been said, and then adding a new sentence to the story. This exercise is good at detecting differences in shooting style and intuitive thinking. Sensors will usually continue the story in a linear way, while Intuitives will play around with ideas, adding their own interpretations of how each character can think, act and feel. How do
sensors react when a story is going off piste? 4. Kangaroo court game Choose this icebreaker if the purpose of the workshop is to improve the effectiveness of the team. Participants should know each other and ideally there should be an incident that irritated members of the group. Referring to the incident, announce that you are holding a kangaroo court to judge the culprits. Name the defendants. Select a
judge, a prosecutor, and a defense lawyer. Swear in the jury. Write a formal indictment and keep the trial in any way the participants choose. As you observe, make a note of each participant's access to law and order. Do they see crime in black and white, or is their approach more nuanced? Do they prefer punishment to forgiveness? What type of arguments influence their opinion? 5. I agree Poster Create
a poster containing several statements, assumptions or clichés about a topic relevant to your business. For example, you can riff on the topic of successful leaders who ... They are heavy and commanding They must know that everything Nurture and develop others Are specialists in their field are born, not are empathetic They must have a strong vision They are creative and innovative Require formal title
and position in society are ethical and value-driven. Ask participants to vote on statements S. You can use the results to discuss management's personality components, or you can look at the results later in the workshop to discuss what each type of personality requires from an effective manager. 6. Give each participant a pen and paper and ask them to sign their name. Now ask them to repeat the
exercises with their non-dominant hand. Ask the participants which hand felt more normal and natural? Is it possible to sign your name effectively using your non-dominant hand? What would happen if you were still forced to write with this hand? This simple exercise shows the power of preference and is a nice way to introduce personality theory. 7.M &amp;amp; M House This permanent workshop
favorite is useful for illustrating the differences between perception and judging types; it also works well as an icebreaker. Assuming that before the workshop you assessed the type of each (this is recommended), divide the participants into three groups: one consists of a judge, one consists of perceivers and a mixed group. Give each group 10-15 minutes to build a two-dimensional house from
M&amp;amp; Ms. When the time is over, they all have to discuss how the activity went. Is the group finished? If so, is it probably group J. Is it home color coordinated? Also probably j group. Are any of the houses particularly unusual? This group may have been composed of Ps.. This activity shows how differently we approach tasks. Did the mixed group use their differences for a better outcome? 8. Plan a
party match with two participants, Introvert and Extravert, and ask them to schedule a party for themselves (you can use small E and I groups for a larger number of attendees). Participants will usually approach this task in opposite ways. The introvert will want a small, intimate and closely connected party. Extravert will expect a lot of action, excitement and fun. Introversion/extraversion is generally
considered the easiest dichotomy to understand, so it's a great ice-breaker exercise for really drilling home differences in type. What these icebreakers have in common icebreaker exercises are a great way to show off the differences between 16 personality types. As participants engage in exercise, take a walk around the room, take notes and maybe take some photos. Note that: Extraverts will talk about
exercising out loud when participating, often dominating the conversation. Introverts can take a step back for some time thinking (or cringe at the prospect of participating in icebreaker exercises!) EF types will use the icebreaker as an excuse to get to know every person in the room. The NT could become competitive. The judges will want to finish the job even if you ask them to stop. ENS types can ignore
rules. or they will not listen properly when you give instructions! In conjunction with the test results, these observation tidbits are invaluable to support you perform in your workshop presentation. They can really bring personality to life! Life!
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